16th March 2020

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CLOSURE OF POINTS OF ENTRY (BORDERS) DUE TO THE COVID-19 (CORONA VIRUS)

GABORONE- The Botswana Unified Revenue Service (BURS), wishes to inform the nation that the following point of entries with South Africa will be closed with effect from 16th March 2020 until further notice, as a measure to contain the spread of COVID-19 (Corona Virus):

1. Zanzibar
2. Platjan
3. Pontdrift
4. Bray
5. Makopong
6. McCarthy’s Rust
7. Middlepits
8. Sikwane
9. Ramotswa
10. Phitshane Molopo
11. Parrs Halt
12. Twee-rivieren

The public is encouraged to minimise external travels and take precautionary health measures as advised.

For any questions or enquiries kindly contact:

Ms Mable Bolele
General Manager Communications
Tel: 363 9210
Email: mbolele@burs.org.bw